OUR MISSION

Center for New Americans (CNA) is a community-based, non-profit adult education center that provides the underserved immigrant, refugee and migrant communities of Massachusetts’ Pioneer Valley with education and resources to learn English, become involved community members and obtain tools necessary to maintain economic independence and stability.
OUR 2022 ANNUAL REPORT captures program highlights for the 12 months from September 1, 2021 through August 31, 2022.

This was a year when it became abundantly clear how interconnected we are, how significantly global events manifest in our local community. In the chaotic aftermath of the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan, Afghans sought refuge in the U.S. They arrived as nuclear families abruptly separated from extended families, siblings separated from parents, one parent with children separated from the other parent. They carried the trauma that accompanies such a violent separation, and the resilience that makes learning a new language and adapting to a different culture possible.

In communities throughout the country, refugee resettlement agencies stepped forward to welcome the newcomers, assisted enthusiastically by dedicated volunteers. At Center for New Americans, we were pleased to build on our partnership with Catholic Charities Agency to welcome Afghan newcomers into our classes in English for Speakers of Other Languages. Since we were already teaching and serving immigrants from Venezuela, Ecuador, China, Cape Verde, Thailand, India, among many countries, we needed to expand the number of classes we offer and the times and ways we offer them, as well as all the accompanying support services, such as connections to community resources, job assistance, technology support. This required hiring and training new teachers, advisors, technology associates, purchasing new ipads and hotspots, and coordinating all these efforts. It also meant piloting an expansion of our immigration legal services to offer asylum application assistance since the Afghans arrived as humanitarian parolees, not refugees with all of the attendant protections and pathways to legal status.

No sooner did the Afghans settle into classes, than the war in Ukraine drove the next wave of newcomers to seek refuge in the U.S.

The outpouring of caring and support from our W. Mass community resulted in the most wildly successful 30 Poems in November fundraising event we have held in 14 years, one of the most enthusiastically-attended naturalization ceremonies, and generous donations of time and funds by volunteers and donors.

The classes, services, and support we offer at Center for New Americans represent the outstretched hand, the stepping stone that newcomers need to make a successful leap to a new life in a new culture and community. We could not do this work without the efforts of our dedicated colleagues, volunteers, board of directors, donors, engaged and accessible local leaders. We are blessed to live and work in a caring community. Please accept this report with our gratitude for your participation,

Laurie Millman
FROM THE BOARD CHAIR

THROUGHOUT THESE PAST FEW YEARS, THE DEDICATION AND HARD WORK OF THE CNA STAFF HAS LED US THROUGH, and we can see options that exceed basic survival. Thanks to our donors, volunteers, teachers, and staff, we have been able to go above and beyond for the people we serve. Our resilience has brought us to the threshold of opportunity, and we are looking ahead to possibilities. We are on this path together, and there is an opportunity to explore what is possible for this organization.

The importance of becoming involved community members is highlighted in our mission statement. Truly, engaged community members, which includes every name on the following pages, are why Center for New Americans can provide education and resources to more students and help so many on the path to citizenship.

Our annual Citizenship Bee may not have directly influenced the current administration’s proposed switch to multiple-choice questions on the citizenship test. But it is through similar acts of awareness and advocacy, engaging the community and our legislators, we intend to influence change for the better.

We are proud that alumni have joined our staff and board of directors, and many more continue to volunteer and advocate. The board is committed to working with staff, students, and volunteers to forge the path ahead. We stand poised for growth because of those who have invested and shown their support through donations, time, and talent.

Sincerely,

J Vaughn
Board Chair
Center for New Americans
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CENTER FOR NEW AMERICANS IS FORTUNATE TO BE GUIDED BY DEDICATED VOLUNTEERS who meet regularly, join staff at meetings and celebrations, participate in and support Center for New Americans’ events, and provide careful stewardship.

From left to right:
J Vaughn Chair, Roger Webb Treasurer, Antonio Pagán

From left to right:
Aleksandra Peryeva, Shardool Parmar, Victoria Maillo de Aguilera
WELCOMING & SERVING IMMIGRANTS IN 2022
When the global becomes local...adapting, stretching, and applying a lens of diversity, equity, inclusion.

Classes in English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL)

"I think CNA is the best center in America for new immigrants because absolutely everybody - advisors and teachers - are very kind and friendly. They are always helpful. The center helps immigrants not only to study English, but also with socialization in our new country."

TETIANA, STUDENT FROM UKRAINE

Having migrated our classes online, we were brainstorming how to get students back into buildings when Afghan evacuees started arriving. Most of the Afghans who had attended school in Afghanistan did not want to attend classes online, and many of the Afghans who had never previously attended school also felt more comfortable learning in person.

As is our custom, Center for New Americans adapted to accommodate student requests. Teachers taught where students were, at a retreat center in Holyoke and a group home in Amherst, until students were re-settled in permanent housing, and we could facilitate their attendance in our classrooms, often with the provision of free childcare.

As public school teachers returned to in-person instruction, relieved to abandon hybrid classes, we embraced hybrid classes, investing in OWL cameras for our Amherst, Northampton, and Greenfield program sites. Our impetus: to keep classes accessible to students whose childcare, transportation and/or family challenges make in-person participation impossible, while opening our doors to students who could join in person.

Even with a steady stream of newcomers and constantly evolving platforms, teachers engaged students at every level in reading and writing English, making civics real, expressing themselves through poetry, navigating the internet. Advisors taught job search and interviewing skills, and connected students with eager employers. Tech associates went to students’ homes to deliver ipads, model how to access the zoom platform, and connect them to loaned hotspots. Teachers and students welcomed our responsive legislative leaders into classes, asked questions about affordable housing and higher education, and shared frustration over hurdles to re-credentialing as professionals, notwithstanding rigorous home country training.

Students volunteered to perform, along with immigrant community members, in our annual artistic showcase, Immigrant Voices. They invited Victoria Maillo de Aguilera, a board member whose moving poem about the immigrant experience, “No me siento de aqui y ya no soy de allá” resonated powerfully, to visit classes to discuss the poem. Students also bravely read their own poems at this year’s 30 Poems in November! Reading. The event recognized the more than 100 writers who wrote with Event Chair, Sarah Sullivan, and raised a record $125,000 in a palpable and poignant outpouring of community support for newcomers.
In June, we rejoiced at students’ progress at our first in-person school-wide celebration in three years hosted graciously by Northampton’s Forbes Library.

**Nursing Assistant Training**

“Thank you very much for all your efforts and hard work towards me showing a new track of my life as a CNA! My prayers are always with you.”

**NAMGYAL, FORMER STUDENT, CURRENT CERTIFIED NURSE AIDE**

**Citizenship and Immigration Legal Services**

“I want to warmly thank you for your help with the US naturalization process. I was sworn in today with a beautiful ceremony. I admire your work and support for many others that like me have gone through this once-in-a-lifetime process.”

**ANDREA, NEW U.S. CITIZEN**

We accompanied more than 60 applicants on their journeys to become U.S. citizens. The journey begins with a phone call from an immigrant expressing interest in becoming a U.S. citizen, continues through an eligibility screening, moves on to a monthly clinic, made possible by volunteers who help complete the application, may involve a pairing with a volunteer coach for interview preparation, and culminates with the interview at U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services. We are always delighted when applicants whom we have prepared are scheduled to naturalize at the annual July naturalization ceremony that we organize in Northampton. It is especially gratifying when the new
U.S. citizens have a long history with us, like Kwot Jay, who arrived in the U.S. as a refugee from Ethiopia, studied English at Center for New Americans and naturalized this past July 4th. Kwot joined us in partnering with Forbes Library to launch their Oral History Archives by recording the story of his remarkable life just after he became a U.S. citizen.

In addition to offering citizenship application assistance, we helped close to 200 immigrants with such other applications as employment authorization, legal permanent residence, family petitions and renewal of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA). A successful outcome is transformative, opening doors to workplace protections, educational opportunities, and reunited families. As we cautiously embarked on asylum applications for Afghans, we were drawn immediately into the chaos and trauma of separated families and the threat of violent reprisals against family members left behind. With funding support from Catholic Charities Agency, we expanded our staffing capacity, relying initially on volunteers and then on current staff members who have been trained by our immigration attorney to participate in this effort.

Compiling the myriad required documents and documenting the reasons for asylum claims complete the stories of people impacted by geopolitical events beyond their control. Fortunately, immigrants in our community are warmly welcomed and generously supported, as is our program.

Center for New Americans’ small staff is joined in our welcoming efforts by a large and diverse community of dedicated volunteers. Volunteers contribute their time and talents as tutors, classroom assistants, citizenship clinic volunteers, drivers, graphic artists, and event chairs. Our efforts are amplified by theirs and our program is more impactful through our collaboration.
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ANNUAL REPORT LISTINGS

CENTER FOR NEW AMERICANS ACKNOWLEDGES THE GENEROUS SUPPORT OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FUNDERS. They sustained our efforts to welcome the immigrants, refugees, evacuees, migrants who counted on Center for New Americans to help them build new lives in our community.

ORGANIZATIONS

$100,000+
Massachusetts Department of Elementary & Secondary Education

$10,000-$99,999
Adobe Systems, Inc.
Catholic Charities Agency
Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts
The Fish Family Foundation
Massachusetts Bar Foundation
Massachusetts Office for Refugees & Immigrants
Northampton Community Development Block Grant
The Bete Family Foundation
The Clowes Fund
The Keith Johnson Foundation

$1-$999
Anne Turner & Harry Bohrs Family Fund
Broadside Bookshop
Bueno Y Sano
Congregation B’nai Israel
Cooley Dickinson Healthcare
Eversource
First Congregational Church of Ashfield
First Congregational Church of Sunderland
Florence Bank
Grobman and Bollinger Family Fund at the Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts
Imaginal Labs
Institute for Training & Development
Kuhn Riddle Architects
Lathrop Northampton Residents’ Association
Law Offices of Debra A. Saltz
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
Mt. Tom’s Homemade Ice Cream
Norcross Family Foundation
Speak Up@Walden Street Café Connection
The Amherst Club
The Empty Bell
The Eric Carle Museum of Picture Book Art
UMass Five College Credit Union
UPS
Upstreet Literary Magazine
Wohl Family Dentistry

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

Center for New Americans is fortunate to collaborate with public schools, community health centers, public libraries, survival centers, the MassHire Career Centers, resettlement agencies, faith-based organizations, community colleges, the Five Colleges, media outlets, local governments and legislative leaders, and other community education and legal service providers. While community organizations in W. Mass depend on many of the same funding sources, they also have a rare capacity for thoughtful collaboration. Without it, we would not be nearly as effective in weaving our wide and flexible safety net for community newcomers.

IN-KIND SUPPORT

Asma Abdelmeguid
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Bueno Y Sano
Common Media
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Center for New Americans gratefully acknowledges the following individuals for their contributions between September 1, 2021 and August 31, 2022.
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Alfred Griggs
Jesse Haines
Christine Hamm
Jan Hare
Sorrel Hatch
Nancy Hazard
Thomas & Karinne Heise
Marjorie Hess & Rohudolph Talaber
Darian Heyman
Mary Hicken

$100—$199

FRIENDS
Nancy Abdalla
Jennifer Acker
Tracy Allen
Max Pienda Altive
Emily Alling
Meri Ames & David Dodwell
Jeanne Anastas
Teri Anderson
Ruth Anderson-Zabre
Hazel Arana
Mary Athanasious
Jeanine Atkins
Max Pienda Altive
Deb Augusto
Robert Barber
Maggie & Jim Barbieri
Lynn Barclay
Phin & Carrie Barnes
Hattie Baser
Hosea Baskin & Sarah
Buttenwieser
Lisa Unger Baskin
Amy Baissches
Yang Hui Beck
Dan Berger
Michael & Tina Berin
Carol Berkvist
Dennis Bidwell & Mary Ann Kelly
Victoria Bijur
Rep. Natalie Blais
Richard Bloom
Sarah Boucher
Mary Brady
Steven Bud & Anne Wiley
Susan & Frank Burroughs
Jeff Busbee
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Noreen Cargill
Maureen T. Carney
Luisa Caro
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We carefully review lists of donors and volunteers for accuracy. We sincerely apologize if any names were missed.
FRIENDS (continued)

Jan and Ken Hoffman
Elizabeth Horn
Barbara Landow Horowitz
Megna Hossen
Caryl Isenberg
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Emily Jacke & Jake Wood
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Karen Thomas
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$1—$99
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Jane Kennedy
Shannan Kenny
Lisa Drac Kerr
Amy Kesselman
Claire Keyes
Lara Khoudari
Lucinda Kiddor
Annette Kilminster
Faith Kindness
Mary King
Dave Kinno
Julianne Kinsman
Edie Kirk
Shivani Kleinerman
Greg Kline
Lauren Kloeber
Jay Klokker
Kelley Knight
Mary Koncl
Michele Kong
Michael Koran
Nancy Kovacic
Lillian Kravitz
Susan Kucharshi
Julie Kumble & Bruce Watson
Jerri A. Kumery
Cornelius & Caroline Kutees
James LaBerge
Emily Lackey
Abigail Ladd
Georgia Ladd
2022 FINANCIAL STATEMENT

As indicated earlier, Center for New Americans collaborated with Catholic Charities Agency to welcome Afghans and Ukrainians. Our community generously supported our efforts, with the result that we enjoyed a surplus in revenue over expenses. The meteoric success of this year’s 30 Poems in November event was a major contributor. Generous support from our government supporters, the Massachusetts Department of Elementary & Secondary Education and the Office for Refugees & Immigrants, encouraged by our dedicated W. Mass legislative delegation, also had a significant impact on our ability to serve so many newcomers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY22 Funding Sources</th>
<th>FY22 Functional Expenses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government grants</strong></td>
<td><strong>Adult Basic Education</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foundation and Other Grants</strong></td>
<td><strong>Citizenship &amp; Immigration Services</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual Contributions &amp; Events</strong></td>
<td><strong>General &amp; Administrative Services</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In-Kind</strong></td>
<td><strong>Development Activities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Misc. Income</strong></td>
<td><strong>Other</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Sources</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666,588</td>
<td>852,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>259,297</td>
<td>103,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215,450</td>
<td>120,129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,692</td>
<td>27,244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,617</td>
<td>15,525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>$ 1,164,644</strong></td>
<td><strong>$ 1,119,839</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DONORS (continued)**

Lily Ladd
Steven Landau
Betty Lange
Debra Lanou
Rosemary Laporte
Kristina Lasher
Rick Last
Liam Lattrell
Maddie & Sue Laule
Catherine Lawless
Mary-Lily Lee
Claudia Lefko & Mac Everett
Sophie Leger
Annmarie Lepore
Joshua Lerner
Carol Leston
The LeVechuk Family
Alice Levine
Alejandro Levins
Wendy Levitch
Karen Levy
Patty Lewitt
Diane Liebert
Edie & Alan Lipp
Sara Lisiansky
Jeffrey Livingston
Geoffrey Lobenstine
Lilly Lombard
Deanne Lownin
Clara Lopez
Judith Lorei
Margi Loyer
Patrick Ludwig
Lisa Lukas
Nancy Lustgarten
Linzy Lyne
Brian Lynn
Helen Lysatos
Jim MacDonald
Kathryn MacDonald
Mike MacDonald
Roderick MacDonald
Jo Ellen Mackenzie
Krista Madsen
Kelsey Maggio
Suzanne Mahoney
Anna Malaspina
Anne-Marie Mallon
Lynne Manring
Eve Marko
Rita Marks
Shelia Marks
Robert Marshall
Daryl Martin
Carol Martucci
Jane Marx
Rei Matsushita
Thomas Mazur
Kristin McCue
Maureen McElligott
Joanne & Bill McGee
Kim McGovern
Pete & Clare McGuire
Susan McIntosh
Ray McKenzie
Cathy McLaughlin
Ben McAulaghlin
Richard McNeil
Mary McRae
Nancy Mead
Mary Lou Meddough
Nadia & Jerry Melchar
Gretchen Meller
Bernadine Mellis
Mira Menon
Michael Mercurio
Charlotte Meryman
Nicola Metcalf
Neil Metrick
Michael & Marie Mews
Debra Mezaros
William Michalski
Joe Miles
Melissa Miller
Cheryl Miller
David Miller
Loren Miller
Amelia Mills
Daniel Millstone
Christine Mirabal
Mindie Misener
Judith Mittelberg
Joyce Monska
Kay Montgomery
Regina Monticone
Marla Miranda Mooney
Gretchen Moore
Louis Moore
Carolyn Morganstern
Jean Mornard
Nicola Morris
Alex Morriss
Willum Mullin
Kathryn Murri
Marlene Musante
Maureen Musante
Linda B. Myers
Chris Nagi
Anna & Lad Nagurney
Rachael Nasmith
Diane Nasiif
Farid Nasiif
Susie Nathan
Liza Neal
CD Nelsen
Katharine Nelson
Kristin Nelson
Melissa Nerges
Jerry Netto
Dale & Patricia
Neuschwander
Lussier Nicole
Paula Nieman
Sonia Nieto
Callie Niezgoda
Joel Nisson & Julie Robbins
Deborah Nkwover
Andrea Noet-Doubleday
Sara Nolan de Aguilera
Jane O’Connor
Gretchen Odegard
Ruth Odum
Conor O’Hara
Ellen O’Hara
Katherine O’Hara
Magda Ory
Kate O’Kane
Tim O’Leary
Elaine Y. Olive
Edward Olimstead & Lou Peugh
Martha Oliver
Peggy O’Neill
May O’Neal
Adele Oppenheim
Carolyn Oppenheim
William Oram
Dimitri Oram
Edwin Osorio
Fern Ostberg
Todd Ostberg
Tom Oster
Angela Padron
Maris Palmar
Eileen Palumbo
Greyson Pannill
Gail Paris
Susan Parker
Bonnie Parsons
Taicah Patience
Robert Pato
Martha Patrick
Avram Patt & Amy Darley
Ethel & Morry Patt
Susan Patterson
Diana Peelle
Kimberlee Perez
Gail Perry
Elizabeth Petegorsky
Pamela Peterson
Rebecca Phelps
Marsha Phinney
Judy Pierson
Cynthia Pinsky
Deb Polansky
Victoria Poletto
Jade Polk
Carolyn Porter
Deb Porter
Tracie Potochnik
Mary Clare Powell
Russell Powell & Bar Weeks
Susan Powers
Pamela Predmore
Meg Price
Sarah Prince
Marietta Pritchard
Doc Pryyne
Jacqueline Quirk
Caroline Radice
Holly Radice
John Rager
Ayeshtha Ramachandran
GIFTS IN HONOR OF & IN MEMORY OF

Julia Bady in honor of Jean Blakeman
Angie & Joe Begnaud in memory of Peter Hensley
Brenda Bushhouse in honor of Mary Ellen Shaughan
John Carton in honor of James Tilley
Johnnie Chace In honor of Sarah McKusick
Richie Davis in honor of Fidel Villalba Barreto
Pamela Demetron in honor of Mary Ellen Kelly
Thomas Gabardi in memory of Peter Hensley
Mitch & Judy Gitkind in memory of Peter Hensley
Alice Glickberg In honor of Katie Sakol
Gail Gramarossa & Cliff McCarthy in memory of Angelina & Savino Garmarossa
David Gross in honor of Roger Webb
Anthony Hill in honor of Carlene Riccielli
Pat Joyce in honor of Carlene Riccielli & Anthony Hill
Kuhn Riddle Architects in honor of Francisco Vidal
Paul & Marcella Lipke in honor of Roger Webb
John Lloyd in honor of Sarah McKusick
Maurine Malone in honor of Lola Wiemeyer

Teresa Mason in honor of Todd Thompson & Lisa Mason
Mac McCoy in honor of Sarah McKusick
Arthur McMurrich in honor of Penny Schultz
Ellen Morrison in honor of Patricia Lee Lewis
Dale & Patricia Neuschwander in memory of Peter Hensley
Sonia Nieto in honor of Lydia Cortes
Alexandra Ottaway in memory of Harry Nault
Coreen Packer in memory of Peter Hensley
Jayne Pearl in memory of Martimer and Shirley Pearl
Judy Rivaldin in honor of Christine Nolan
Lindsay Rockwell in honor of Cil Rockwell
Katie Sakolin in honor of Theresa Vincent
Elizabeth & Lee Silver-Badgett in memory of Steve Hitov
Tom & Jan Sinner in memory of Peter Hensley
FC Smith in honor of Sarah Rossquassler
Virginia Styer in memory of beloved friends
Karen Thomas in memory of Peter Hensley
Sally Towse in honor of Jane Yolen
Isabell VanMerlin in honor of Rozzi Theohari

DONORS (continued)

Lyne Rapp
Abraham Ravett
Rachel Ravina
Karen Ray
Theresa Ray
Peggy Reber
Patricia Recto
Paul Redstone
Josna Rege
Nate Rehn
Ann Reichert
Susan Reid
Jody Reidenhour
Linda Jo Reinhard
Valerie Reiss
Jendi Retter
Heidi Renauld
Judith Renquist
Elizabeth Renuart
Lin & Tucker Repsess
Rebecca Rice
Nancy Rich
Julie Richardson
Colleen Riehn
Dorothy Riem
Gabriela Riesz
Carol Rinehart
Mary Risle
Jamie Rishley-Hall
Calvin Ritter
Amy Ritter
Judy Rivard
Carlos Rivas
Grisselle Rivera
Max Rivers
Pam Roberts
Jennifer Rocco
Norma Roche
Laura Rodley
Geraldina Rodriguez
Gina R. riguere
Jose M Rodriguez
Chris Rohmann
Kaitlin & David Rooks
Jori Rose
Rebecca Rose-Langston
Henry Rosenberg
Laura Rosenthal
Bill & Gary Ross
Richard Rossmanisser
David Roth
Will Rothermel

Kathryn Rouse
Yvette & John Rowan Stern
David Ruderman
Holly Ruderman
Alexandra Russell
Margaret Russell
Mary Ryan
Suzanne Ryan
Natalia Rybicki
Michele Rygiel
Heather Sabin
Poneri Sackey & Bret Moss
Carolyn Sadeh
Emily Saex
Valerie Salley
Annie Salsich
Arthur Samuelson
Mary Brutton Sandifer
Nancy Santos
Sally Sapienza
Suzanne Sapita
Leo & Eva Sartori
Jon & Christine Sass
Amelia Sawyer
Christopher Sawyer-Laucanno
Ellen Saxe
Rebecca Scandura
Dave Schellinger
Steven & Jane Schoenberg
Alexandra C. Risley
Paul Schroeder
Deborah Schwartz
Jean Schwartz
Jim & Nina Scott
Wendy Scribner
Pinnie Sears
Susan Secco
Michelle Sedor
Stephanie Seemuth
Ellen Seh
Linda Seidman
Reed Sellers
Barbara Senenman
Susan Sensemann
Patricia Serrentino
Ann & Edward Shanahan
Jean Shappee

Mary Ellen Shaughan
William Shea
Carol Shelton
Naziq Shifteh
Nicola & Cullen Shipman
Mary Starling & Dennis Taylor
Catherine Short
Kate Stepmann
Richard Silverman
Nicki Singh
Judy Simpkin
Bonnie Singer
Earl Sloan
Andrew Smith
M. Betsy Smith
Carol Smith
Linda Smith
Sarah Smith
Terry Smith
Lisa Smulian
Allison & Peter Snow-Curts
Joan Snowdon
Jefferson Sossaman
Caroline Soter
Susan Spence
Penelope Spearean
Kirk Sprenger
Katherine St. Clair
Phyllis St. George
Stacey Standridge
Leah Stanton
Mary Stanton
Caitlin Stauffer
Hannah Stelman
Robin Stolz
Alyson Stone
Amber Stoner
Marjorie Stout
Gayle Sullivan
Kathryn Sullivan
Shana Sureck
Carrie Sutton
Susan Sweetser
Marit Sweezy
Joan Swedord-Brandt
Joan Tabachnick &
Jane Fleishman
Michael Tack
MARK & Jonathan Talbot
Jay Tanega
Penelope Tarasuk
Jennifer Taub

Valerie Nelson Taylor
Ashley Techau
Adin Thayer
John F. Thibbitts
Peg Thibbitts
Kathleen Therbeault
Vita Thiel
Gail Thomas
Molly Thomas
Paul & Marcia Thomas
Barbara Thompson
Bill Thompson
Rebecca Tippens
Margaret Tomasko
Marilynn Tomb
Alexis Toy
Jessie Tropp
Ilona Trousdale
Michael Trueck
Chichi Tsai
Christine Turner
Sue Twiggs
Barbara Upton
Pamela Uschuk
Ann Van Dyke
Jovonna Van Pelt
Marilyn & Stan
VanderWeide
Isabell VanMerlin
Sharon Vardatira
Laura Varney
Pamela Victor
Francisco Vidal
Lauren Vittelo
Ruth Von Goeler
Laurie Wagner
Julie Waggoner
Wakem Family
Violet Walker
April Boyington Wall
Linda Wallack
Kateri M. Walsh
Marcel Walters
Sarah Walworth
Carolyn Wampole
Kester Warlow-Hardy
Linda Warrnach
Chris Warren
Shirley Warren
Robert Warshaw
Ann Wassell
Barbara Watson
Steve Watson
Sarah Wedaman
Beverly Weeks
Sara Weinberger
Johanna & Josh Weinstein
Grace Welker
Anne Welschacher
Justin & Eileen West
Ann Wetherbee
Robin Wetherill
Cindy White
Nightwing Whitehead
Maryanna & Robert Whittemore
Pamela & David Wicinas
Lynn Wild
Susan & Stephen Wilder
Pamela Wilkinson
Seth Wilton
Sarah Wing
Cynthia Winkam
Janet Wirth-Cauchon
Judi Wisch
Francis Wisnewski
Ellen Wittlinger
Linda Włodzka
Judith & Martin Wobst
Bonnie Wodin
Andria Wolf
Chuck Wolf
Elizabeth Wolf
Betsey Wolfson
Teresa Wong
Jane Woodman
Emile Woodward
Charles Wright
Meg Wright
The Wright Family
Shunyi Wu
Stanley Yamane
Gerald Yelle
Fred Young
Reed Young
Elizabeth Ziech
Madeline Zadik
Bette Zakon-Anderson
Susan Zarchin
Carolyn Zavarine
Mark Zimmerman
Bob Zimmermann
30 Poems in November!

In our 13th year of hosting our literary fundraiser, we enjoyed our most successful year ever. Sarah Sullivan chaired the event for her fourth year, sending creative poetry prompts daily, reminding writers about the importance and impact of fundraising, and fostering community. Our writing community expanded to 105 writers from W. Mass to the Midwest to the West Coast. Writers tapped into their anguish over the global conditions that drove so many refugees and evacuees to our shores and channeled their empathy, compassion, quest for justice, and need to welcome into this event, raising over $125,000. This following list acknowledges writers for the contributions they inspired.

$1,000+
Robin Barber
Elsa Phillips Cline
Patricia Crosby
Howie Faerstein
Madlynn Haber
Katherine Jamieson
Jennifer Ladd
Patricia Lee Lewis
Kyra Millich
Laurie Millman
Regina Monticone
Paul Redstone
Dorothy Riehm
Lindsay Rockwell
Sarah Rossmassier
Mary Ellen Shaughan
Alexandra C. Risley Schroeder
Sarah Sullivan
Virginia Sullivan
Lanette Sweeney
Gail Thomas
James Tilley
Theresa Vincent
Kester Warlow-Harry
Joannah Whitney
Jonathan Wright
Jane Yolen

$500–$999
Judson Brown
Maureen T. Carney
Kate Cebik
George Cernada
Thomas Clark
Amy Dryansky
Carol Freedman
D. Dina Friedman
Anita Gallers
Tzivia Gover
Becky Jones
Tamara Kaplan
Phillis Katz
Lindsay Rockwell
Valerie Linet
Ellen Miller-Mack
Nicola Morris
Linda Neas
Nerissa Nields
Christine Nolan
Yenna Yi

$100–$499
Joan Axelrod-Contrada
Liz Bedell
Jean Blakeman
Solange Boucher
Janet Bowdan
Elisa Carter
Julie Cavacoo
Amy Cronin DiCaprio
Lori Desrosiers
CD Finley
Richard Fox
Nora Glass
Rochelle Goldfarb
Michael Goldman
Samantha Grossman
Suzann Heron
Amy Horowitz
Jay Klokker
Mike MacDonald
Ben McLaughlin
Laura Miles
Melissa Miller
Christine Mirabal
Katharine Nelson
Lesléa Newman
Jayne Pearl
Jade Poli
Jendi Reiter
Judith Renquist
Carol Rinehart
Michael-Allen Roche-Sloan
Grå Saex
Jodie Shapiro
Phyllis St. George
Loren Talbot
Fungal Tichawangana
Sharon Tracey
Ann Van Dyke
Isabel VanMerlin
Elizabeth S. Wolf
Gerald Yelle
Ann (angamble) Youmans

$1–$99
Carol Bachofner
Carol Baldwin
Hillary Gardner
Sita Leviton Rutter
Amy Mitrani
Cassie Platt Sanderell
Amrita Rutter
Amelia Sawyer
Gina Tabasso
Melinda Underwood
Theresa Wong
Julie Youmans
Cami Zawaski